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ABSTRACT  

Background: - Breast milk provides the ideal nutrition for infants. Globally, 11.6 percent of deaths of 

children under-2 years of age are attributable to sub-optimal breast-feeding practices. Although optimal 

breast-feeding reduces the risk of child mortality and recommended, in our country, little is known on the 

magnitude and factors related to sub-optimal breast-feeding specially in the study area 

Objective: - This study aims to assess the prevalence and its associated factors of sub-optimal child breast-

feeding practices among children age less than two years old in Dessie town, South Wollo, Ethiopia 2020. 

Method: A community-based cross-sectional study was employed on 634 study participants. Multi-stage 

sampling technique was applied. Data were entered into Epi Data version 3.1 and exported into SPSS 

version 21.0 for analysis. Before running binory logistic regression Hosmer Lemeshow Goodness of fit 

test was done. Abinory logistic regression model was used to determine association for risk factors and 

the sub-optimal breast-feeding practice. Variables were entered in to binary logistic regression and those 

with p-value <0.2 was entered into the multivariable binory logistic regration analysis. Odds ratio [OR] 

with a 95% confidence interval [CI] at p <0.05 was used to determine the significance level of association 

between predictors and outcome variables. 

Result: Atotal 634 particpants included in this study with the response rate of 100%. And the prevalence 

of sub-optimal breast-feeding was 36.3% [95% CI= (32.6-40.1)].Variables such as  caesarean delivery 

[AOR: 8.81; 95% CI (4.92-15.77)], getting advice on breast-feeding [AOR: 3.22; 95% CI (1.93-5.36)], 

maternal opinion on her feeding during breast-feeding of as usual(<5 times/day)[AOR: 2.01; 95% CI 

(1.20-3.34)], having child health problem [AOR: 3.57; 95%CI (2.17-5.85)] and child age of less than 6 

months [AOR:1.92; 95%CI (1.24-2.97)] were independent predictors of sub optimal breast-feeding. 

Conclusion and recommendation: The proportion of sub-optimal breast-feeding is relatively lower than 

other studs. Predominantly health service related and socio demographic factors were associated factors 

of sub-optimal breast-feeding. Recommendations were to improve child health and optimizing 

information/advice on breast-feeding. 

Keywords: sub-optimal breast-feeding, Dessie, magnitude of sub-optimal breast-feeding, community 

based.
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Back ground 

Breast milk provides the best nutrition for infants that have an almost perfect mixture of vitamins, 

protein; fat and essential nutrient for the child must grow. It contains antibodies that facilitate the child 

to fight down viruses and microorganisms. It has been linked to higher intelligent quotient scores in later 

childhood and to gain the right amount of weight as they grow rather than become overweight children 

and lower the risk of diabetes, obesity, and certain cancers [1] 

Sub- optimal breast-feeding is the late  initiation of breast-feeding within 1 hour of birth, non-exclusive 

breast-feeding for the first 6 months of life, and not continued breast-feeding for up to 2 years or beyond 

with appropriate complementary feeding beginning at 6 months WHO recommendations [2]. 

 Optimal breast-feeding practices play a key role in improving the health and development of children 

less than two years, and have been shown to be associated with decreased risk of childhood diarrhea and 

respiratory tract infections as well as reductions in childhood mortality. It is estimated that, globally, 

11.6 percent of deaths of children less than two years of age [800,000] are attributable to sub-optimal 

breast-feeding practices. In addition, breast-feeding is associated with a reduced risk of child non-

communicable diseases later in life, It is also associated with improved cognition and higher 

performance on intelligence tests, influenza, meningitis, lower mean blood pressure ,total serum 

cholesterol and with a  lower prevalence of type-2 diabetes overweight and obesity during adolescence 

and adult life [3, 4]. 

sub-optimal infant feeding practices, mothers who do not practice  breast-feeding within an hour of birth, 

not exclusive breast-feeding for the first 6 months of life, not continued breast-feeding up to 2 years of 

age [5]. Sub-optimal breast-feeding is when children have not practiced either of the optimal breast-

feeding practices including early initiation of breast- feeding within one hour of delivery, exclusive 

breast-feeding only for the first six months of life, followed by breast milk and complementary foods 

[solid or semi-solid foods] from about six months of age and continued breast-feeding for up to at least 

two years of age, while receiving appropriate complementary foods [6]. 
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1.2. Statement of the problem 

Resent data showed that globally 60% of mothers do not breast-feed and breast- feeding practice 

durations influenced by many factors like issues with lactation and latching , concerns about infant 

nutrition and weight , mother’s concern about taking medications while breast-feeding [7], unsupportive 

work policies and lack of parental leave , cultural norms and/or lack of family support [8], unsupportive 

hospital practices and policies in American Academy of Paediatrics [9]. In resent a study done like Asia 

and, North Africa, more than  40% in Latin America, sub-Sahara Africa  about 20% of infants are 

exclusively breast-feeding for the 1st 6 months [10].  

In sub- Saharan countries, including Ethiopia breast-feeding practices gap is highly increasing with the 

early and rapid cessation of breast-feeding followed by an introduction of unclean , unsafe artificial 

feeding of infants with very dilute milk products are common [11].  

In Ethiopia resent study showed 58 percent of infants under 6 months are exclusively breastfed. 5% of 

infants under age 6 months are not breastfed at all [12]. Infants who are not breastfed are 6 to 10 times 

more likely to die in the first month of life than infants who were breastfed. Diarrhea and pneumonia 

are more common and more severe in children who are artificially fed, and are responsible for many of 

these deaths. It is estimated that sub-optimal breast-feeding, especially non-exclusive breast-feeding in 

the first 6 months of life, results in 1.4 million deaths and 10% of the disease burden in children less 

than two years [4]. 

Sub-optimal breast-feeding contributes 45% of neonatal infectious deaths, 30% of diarrheal deaths, and 

18% of acute respiratory deaths among under- five children in developing countries [11]. 

 It also accounts for 10% of the disease burden in children less than 2 years old [12]. 

 Sub-optimal breast-feeding practice contributed to 70,000 infants’ death, which accounted for 24% of 

the total annual infant death [13, 14]. Even though, the Federal Ministry of Health has been working to 

improve the optimal breast- feeding practice through providing training and developing implementation 

guidelines, its practice remained far from global recommendation [15, 16]. 

The prevalence and its associated factors of sub-optimal breast- feeding practice are not well 

acknowledged in the study area of dessie towen. While facilitating training sessions in PMTCT, FP, and 

other post-natal service issues and during supervising trainers in health institutions, the researcher have 

identified gaps in the breast- feeding practice of mothers. Even if it is recommended, feeding practices 

for infants and children less than two years worldwide are not optimal. Therefore, this study aims to 

assess the prevalence and its associated factors of sub-optimal breast-feeding practice of mothers with 

children of less than two years old in Dessie town. 
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1.2. Significance of the study 

Ethiopia is one of the country, which is sub-optimal breast-feeding practice with not good breast feeding 

practice do to traditional, cultural beliefs, low education level and poor maternal knowledge. 

The report of sub-optimal breast feeding on the community in the other study area has high 

prevalance.While facilitating training sessions in PMTCT, FP and other postnatal service issues and 

during supervising trainers in health institutions. 

I have identified gaps on the breast feeding practice of mothers. So this drove me to assess the magnitude 

of the problem and possible contributing factors . 

 There is no previous study that acknowledge the prevalence and its associated factors of sub-optimal 

breast-feeding practice in the study area even if breast-feeding practice is a vital component of the 

primary health care unit. Hence, there is a need to carry out research to come up with the prevalence and 

its associated factors of sub-optimal breast-feeding practice in the study area. 

Therefore, this study will help the district health office, regional health bureau, and non-governmental 

organizations [NGOs] that intervene on maternl and child health by providing important information for 

upcoming plans and interventions of proper strategies to promote and maintain optimal breast-feeding 

practices for up to two years of life. 

 It will also help health care workers as a result, the study can be used as a mention for nurse educators, 

health care professionals’ especially pediatrics nurses, and for others who are interested in carrying out 

further studies with this regard. 
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     2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Sub -optimal Breast- feeding Practice 

Sub-optimal breast-feeding practices for infants and young children worldwide were, 39% late initiation 

within one hour of birth, 63% of infants less than six months of age are non- exclusively breastfed in 

2008. More than 10 million children under the age of five die each year; 41% of these deaths occur in 

sub-Saharan Africa and another 34% in South Asia and the major contributor to their death is poor 

breast-feeding practices [4]. 

Globally in 2017, UNICEF and WHO report, 58% of the breast- feeding doesn’t start within an hour of 

birth, leaving an estimated 78 million new-borns to wait over 1 hour to be put to the breast, the majority 

born in low-income and middle-income countries [17]. 

 The prevalence rate of late initiation of Breast- feeding [LIBF] varies widely across regions from 35% 

in the Middle East and North Africa to 65% in Eastern and Southern Africa. Another report also shows 

that only three in five infants <6 months of age are non- exclusively breast-feed [18].  Based on meta-

analysis done in 2018, the prevalence of LIBF and non- exclusive breast- feeding in Ethiopia is 33.5% 

and 39.9% respectively.  

To date, globally, only 22 nations have achieved the WHO goal of 30% coverage in TIBF and 23 

countries have achieved at least 40% coverage in exclusively breast-feeding [19]. To promote optimal 

breast- feeding, WHO, UNICEF, and other international organizations have been working in developing 

countries, and several studies have been conducted on the advantages of breast- feeding. To promote 

optimal breast- feeding, WHO, UNICEF and other international organisations have been working in 

developing countries, and several studies have been conducted on the advantages of breast- feeding [20, 

21]. 

There are several reasons for sub-optimal breast-feeding practices in Ethiopia, including traditional and 

cultural beliefs, low education levels, heavy workload of mothers, poor sanitary conditions, type of 

assistance at delivery, duration of stay at home, ethnicity, poor maternal knowledge, age, parity, 

antenatal care service utilization and place of delivery [22]. 

In Ethiopia, 42% of infants under 6 months are non- exclusively breastfed. And 17% of infants 0-5 

months consume plain water, 5%, each, consume non-milk liquids or other milk, and 11 percent 

consume complementary foods in addition to breast milk. 5% percent of infants under age 6 months are 

not breastfed at all. The percentage of non- exclusive breast-feeding increases sharply with age from 

26% of infant’s age 0-1 month to 36% of those aged 2-3 months. The percentage of children who are 
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not currently breast-feeding increases from 9%  among children age 12-17 months to 24% among 

children age 18-23 months [23]. 

2.2. Late initiation of breast- feeding 

A study done at Croatia in Europe indicates that 99.9% of women initiation of breast- feeding whilst in 

hospital and at discharge about 97.8% non- exclusively breast-feed their infants and the Proportion of 

women that doesn’t breast-feed at 3 months was 39.4%, increased to 95.9 % at 24 months [24]. 

The EDHS 2016 shows that the prevalence of late initiation of breast- feeding at the national level was 

73%  and 66% in Amhara region [23].  

Study done at hula district the prevalence of late initiation of breast- feeding is 50.6% [15]. Study 

showed that in Gurage Zone from the prevalence of LIBF practice was 52.7% and another study from 

India mentioned the late initiation of breast-feeding was found in 61.4% [25].   

According to a study from DebreBerhan town the prevalence of late initiation of breast-feeding was 

17.5% [26]. 

2.3. Non- exclusive breast-feeding 

Study conducted in East-Central Ethiopia and Kilimanjaro region, Northern Tanzania reported the 

prevalence of non-exclusive breast- feeding as 43 % [27] and 77.3% [28] respectively. The prevalence 

of non- exclusive breast-feeding for infants was 86.5% in Nigeria [29]. A study conducted in Gozamen 

district, northwest Ethiopia and rural mothers in East Ethiopia the prevalence of  non-exclusive breast- 

feeding  was (24.9%) [30], (28.3%) [31] respectively  

Another study conducted in Hula districts southern Ethiopia  the prevalence of non-exclusive breast- 

feeding was (13.4%) [15].  The study also indicates that non-exclusive breast- feeding  is associated 

with household food security, access to health facilities, maternal knowledge of child feeding practices 

and marital status [31]. Not exclusively breast-feeding was related to with no antenatal care and lack of 

recommendation. Illiteracy, no antenatal care, age, received advice about breast- feeding, and Para one 

were significantly associated with early cessation of breast-feeding [26].  

The study conducted in Tanzania, 91% of mothers were still breast-feeding their infants during at 

3 months, and 35% of the mothers gave their infants complimentary food. Mothers who were helped by 

the skilled health staff during delivery were less likely to initiate breast-feeding within one hour 78.2% 

compared to those assisted by traditional birth attendants and family members 94.0%. [28].  About 4 % 

of the participants were never breastfed at some point in the past, from that 16.9% of the mothers did 

not initiated breast-feeding within one hour of birth and 91.2 % feeding colostrum’s to their infants. 6.7 
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% and 33.2 % of mothers had reported  providing pre lacteal feeds and bottle feeding for their  

respectively [32].  

 Study finding of southern Ethiopia showed that, the prevalence of sub-optimal breast-feeding of infants 

was found to be 56.9%. Nearly half 49.4% of the mothers delayed initiation of breast- feeding, and 

13.4% of the infants were fed breast nonexclusively [15]. 

Sub-optimal breast-feeding rates [late initiation of breast-feeding and non- exclusive breast-feeding] 

were very high 62% and 87% respectively; indicating that the majority of children under-6 months 

remained given other foods or liquids in addition to breast milk [29]. 

Sub-optimal breast-feeding is 75.4%, around Jimma in Ethiopia, less than half of mothers 37.4% not 

initiated breast-feeding within the first hour of delivery, 72.5% gave colostrum to their infants, and 

43.3% of mothers provided butter. Non- exclusive breast-feeding was 52.09% and it increased to 62.1% 

at the end of the first month, which elevated to 90.1% at the age of 6 months. less than half of mothers 

42.78% had breastfeed less than 8 times per day [33].  

Study showed that in DebreBerhan stated late initiation  of breast- feeding is 17.5% , not exclusively  

breast- feeding 49.8% and early cessation of breast- feeding were, 12.8% [26] 

2.4 Factors influencing sub optimal breast- feeding 

2.4.1 Socio demographic and Socio economic factors 

A study in India, Tanzania, and Nigeria showed that occupation and income affect the early initiation of 

breast- feeding, occupation affected exclusive breast-feeding, and income affected exclusive breast- 

feeding respectively [25], [28], [29].  

Study conducted in Tanzania, and Singapore mentioned education, maternal age of the infant  and sex 

of the child affected exclusive breast- feeding, and infant age as one of the factors of for exclusive breast- 

feeding practice respectively  [28], [34].  

Another study in Denmark showed that the sex of the infants has an impact by pointing out male infants 

were 1.7 times more likely to breast-feed exclusively than female infants. Similar finding was observed 

from  the Cameron study which said that male infants had breast-feed exclusively more likely than 

female infants [35].  

In contrary finding was revealed from another study that  mentioned female infants had breast-feed 

exclusively compared to male infants [36]. A study conducted in Jimma showed that education of 

mother, family size, education of husband affects early initiation of breast- feeding [33]. A study 
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conducted in DebreBerhan showed that  the age of the infant, sex of infant,  family size ,educational 

status, and occupation affected the initiation of breast- feeding [26]. 

2.4.2. Obstetric factors 

Study in India showed that ANC attendanceaffect early initiationof breast- feeding [25]. A study 

conducted in Tanzania said that ANC attendance, PNC attendance and parity affected exclusive breast- 

feeding [28].  

A study conducted in DebreBerhan showed that ANC attendance, PNC attendance and Parity affected 

initiation of breast- feeding  [18]. Birth weights of infants had effects on breast- feeding of which results 

of some studies revealed, in Germany study reported term birth infants had breast-feed higher than pre-

term birth infants [37].  

Similarly to  in the above study and  other study finding reported infants whose mothers gave birth at a 

gestational age between 24 – 27 were 2.9 times more likely to fail to breast-feed exclusively compared 

to term infants [38]. Birth order and birth interval are directly affected by exclusive breast- feeding  [39]. 

2.4.3. Health services related factors 

Study in India showed  that breast-feeding and place of delivery affect early initiation of breast- feeding 

[33]. Another study conducted in Tanzania showed that breast- feeding advice and mode of delivery 

affect exclusive breast- feeding [28].  

In DebreBerhan  town  one study identified the place of delivery, mode of delivery ,breast- feeding 

advice and birth attendant affected in initiation of breast the feeding [26]. Birth at home was significantly 

associated with late initiation of breast-feeding no advice during antenatal care was a predictor of not 

exclusively breast-feeding. Being illiterate and no advice during antenatal care about breast-feeding 

were significantly associated with early cessation of breast-feeding [26]. 

 Mothers who delivered their babies at a health facility by cesarean section were significantly less likely 

to initiate breast-feeding compared to mothers who delivered their babies vaginally [32]. Residence, 

mother’s education, visiting ANC service, delivery at a health facility, vaginal delivery, multiparty and 

income were positively associated with the initiation of breast-feeding within one hour of birth than their 

counterparts [40].  

 Mothers who delivered at health facility practiced early initiation of breast-feeding 1.5 times than 

mothers who deliver their babies at home and they feed breast exclusively 1.32 times than home 

delivered mothers. Mode of delivery: - mothers who vaginally delivered had practiced early breast- 
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feeding 2.5 times than those delivered with caesarean section and ANC visits had practices early breast- 

feeding 1.5 times than those had no ANC visit [40]. 

2.5 Conceptual frame work  

Many studies in different parts of the world reviewed that breast-feeding practice in general and sub-

optimal breast-feeding practices, in particular, were affected by different factors. For this proposal, the 

main factors are identified as maternal socio-demographic/economic factors, maternal health service 

and obstetric factors based on the literature review of previous studies[26, 31]. The next conceptual 

frame work describes the relationship of the dependent and independent variables.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Adapted Conceptual framework for the factors of sub-optimal breast- feeding practice among 

children less than two years of age from different literature     [15, 26, 33]. 
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3. OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY 

3.1 General objective 

 To assess the prevalence and associated factors of sub-optimal breast-feeding practices among children 

age less than two years old in Dessie town, Amhara, North-east Ethiopia, 2020. 

3.2 Specific objectives 

➢ To determine the prevalence of sub-optimal breast-feeding practices among children age less than two 

years old in Dessie town. 

➢ To identify associated factors of sub-optimal breast-feeding practices among children age less than two 

years old in Dessie town 
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4. METHODS AND MATERIALS 

4.1 Study area and period 

This study was conducted in Dessie town, which is the capital city of the South Wollo zone Amhara 

region. It is located 401 kilo meters from Addis Ababa [national capital city] and 480 kilo meters from 

Bahir Dar, the capital city of Amhara Region. It has total 250,426 populations from these 126,465 

women populations and 12,647 children less than two years old age. The study was conducted from 

February 1/2020- March 30/2020 

4.2 Study design 

A community-based cross- sectional study design was employed. 

4.3 Source population: 

 All mothers having children aged less than two years living in Dessie town during the study period. 

4.4 Study population 

Mothers with children aged less than two years, live in selected Keble’s during the study period 

4.5 Study Unit 

The selected individuals [mothers] recruited from selected Keble’s during the study period 

4.6 Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria 

Inclusion Criteria: all mothers who have children less than two years of age were included in the study. 

Exclusion Criteria: - all children who are not with their biological mothers, mothers who do not live 

with their child, mothers who are not a permanent resident of the area (stayed less than 6 months), and 

critically ill mothers. 

4.7 Sample size determination 

The sample size [n] required for the study was calculated using a single population proportion formula. 

n = {[Zα/2]2 P (1-P)} *g Where 

                     d2 

✓ Assumptions: With the assumptions of 95% Confidence interval, 5% 

✓ n= required sample size 
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✓ Za/2 = critical value for normal distribution at 95% confidence interval which equals to 1.96 [Z value 

at alpha=0.05]. 

✓ P= Established prevalence of sub-optimal breast- feeding [not exclusive breast- feeding 49.8% [26].  

✓ d= desired precision [5% margin of error]. 

✓ g = design effect for the multi-stage sampling [g: 1.5] since the researcher was used multistage 

sampling, investigator should try to compensate for the loss of data by multiplying with 1.5. 

Based on the above formula, sample size is calculated as follow: - 

             n=   {[1.96]2 0.498(1-0.498)}*1.5 Where ni= 576.3 ≈576   

                                          0.052 

Considering non-response rate of 10% [which equals to 58],  

𝑛𝑓 = 576 + 58 = 𝟔𝟑𝟒 

The total sample size was 634 mothers who have children age less than two years old in the town 

Tables 1.  Sample size determination using the second objective. 

 

Variables  

  

CI  Power  Ratio  %of exposed %of non-

exposed 

OR Reference Sampl

e size  

Educationa

l status 

95 80 1:1 22.2 9 2.8

8 

GultieT,Debre 

Berhan2016    

266 

Place of 

delivery  

95 80 1:1 48.3 13.4 6.0

3 

GultieT,Debre 

Berhan 2016  

214 

Parity 95 80 1:1 47.12 17.7 4.1

4 

GultieT,Debre 

Berhan 2016 

64 

Antenatal 

care 

95 80 1:1 32.56 15.29 2.6

7 

Shibru Hoche 2018 

hula district 

southern Ethiopia   

92 

 

Since the sample size calculated using a single population proportion, the sample size for the first 

objective is greater than the sample size calculated for the second objective. The possible sample size 

with a 10% non-response rate of 58+576= 634 was selected. 
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4.8. Sampling technique 

Using the sampling frame of all five kefele Ketema of Dessie towns, in all the five kefele Ketemas there 

are 18 Kebeles. So from the total kebeles six Kebeles was selected using a simple random sampling 

technique. The required number of mothers in the households from the six selected kebeles was taken 

proportionally to the size of the mothers in households present in each selected kebeles. The sampling 

farm use households with a child less than two years were gotten from each kebele by health extension 

workers from the house hold list randomly sampled by computer generating numbers was used to select 

the mothers for the study.  As shown in the figure below 

 

As shown in figure below 

  

  

 

  

 

                                                                                                                                                                                            

                                                                                                                                   

                                                                                                                                              

 

 

                                                                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                                                   

 

                                                                                                                             

                                                                                                                                    

Figure 2. Chart showing Sampling procedure 

Segno 

gebeya 

K/Ketema (3 

kebeles) 

Arada 
K/Ketema ( 3 

kebeles ) 

Hotie 

K/Ketema 

(3kebeles) 

Bouanbuha 

K/Ketema (3 

kebeles) 

Menafesha K/Ketema (6 

kebeles) 

Salayesh  

(2071)HH 

with 

mother<2y

r 

 

Piassa 

(2176)HH 

With 

mother<2y

r 

Dawedo  

(2508)HH 

With 

mother<2yr 

Megenagna  

(1451)HH 

With mother 

<2yr 

Tekuam  

(3241) HH 

With 

mother<2yr 

 (104) 

participant

s  

(109) 

participants 

 

(126) 

participant

s 

(73) 

Participant

s 

(162) 

participant

                      Dessie Town 

634 

(60) 

Participan

ts 

Tita  

(1200) HH 

With 

mother<2yr 

SRS 

SRS 
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4.9. Study variables 

4.9.1. Dependent Variable: 

Sub optimal breast- feeding practice  

4.9.2. Independent Variables: 

 Socio-Demographic and Economic Factors: marital status, occupation, maternal education, monthly 

income, maternal age, family size, husband’s education, age of the child, religion, of the age of infant, 

and sex of the infant. 

 
 Health care-related and obstetric factors; attendance of ANC, place of delivery, provision of advice 

on breast-feeding by a health professional, attendance of PNC, birth attendant, mode of delivery, parity 

and birth order, birth interval. 

4.10. Operational definitions 

• Age less than two years: - from 0-23 month [26] 

• Optimal breast-feeding: a child Was examined for only one or two of the three categories in which his 

age is appropriate for, so only one criterion is used to label as optimal breast-feeding for early initiation 

and 2 criteria’s are used for each of exclusive and continuation of breast-feeding. 

-For neonates <1 hr. -is the early initiation of breast-feeding within 1 hour of birth 

-For infants from birth to end of 5months- being early initiator and exclusive breast-feeding up to the 

end of 5 months of life 

-For children from 6-23 months – being early initiator and continued breast-feeding up to the end of 

23 months [26]. 

• Sub-optimal breast-feeding practice: a child was examined for only one or two of the three categories 

in which his age is appropriate for, so only one criterion is used to label as sub optimal breast-feeding 

for early initiation and 2 criteria’s are used for each of exclusive and continuation of breast-feeding. 

-For neonates <1 hr. - is not early initiation of breast-feeding within 1 hour of birth 

-For infants from birth to end of 5 months- being late initiator and/or not exclusive breast-feeding for 

the end of 5 months of life 

-For children from 6-23 months – being late initiator of breast-feeding  and/or  not continued breast-

feeding up to the end of 23 months [5].  

• Exclusive breast-feeding:- Infant receives only breast milk within the first 6 months of life and no other 

liquids or solids except drops or syrup consisting of vitamins, mineral supplements, or medicines [5, 

41]. 
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• Timely initiation of breast- feeding- putting the neonate on the mother’s breast to suckle within one 

hour [including one hour] [42]. 

• Optimal breast-feeding duration: breast-feeding of children for up to 23 months [26] 

• Predominant breast-feeding: The proportion of infants 0–5 months of age who received breast milk 

as the predominant source of nourishment [but which allows water and water-based drinks fruit juice, 

ritual fluids, oral rehydration solution, syrups or drops of vitamins] during the previous day [2]. 

• Employment: a person who has been working in private or government institution for at least six 

months is taken as employed. 

4.11. Data Collection Procedure 

The questionnaires were prepared in English and translated into Amharic. The data was collected by 3 

well-trained health professionals [midwifery, nurse and public health officer] who can speak in Amharic 

and communicate through face to face interviews. Actual data collection time, the tool was pre tested 

on 5% of sample size a week before actual data collection period in Haike town for its correctness on a 

different group of the source population, Standard semi-structured questionnaire was adapted from  

Ethiopia Demographic and Health Survey [EDHS] 2016 and other relevant works of literature was used 

for modification to fit the study context. Many questions that can address the objective of the study were 

gathered and was adopted in the questionnaire.  Both open-ended and closed-ended question was used. 

Then the data were collected from mothers in the selected kebeles as a sampling unit by trained data 

collectors. One supervisor was assigned at the time of data collection to assure quality data collection. 

4.12. Data Quality Assurance 

Before actual data collection time, the tool was pre tested on 5% of sample size a week before actual 

data collection period in Haike town for its correctness on a different group of the source population, 

Standard semi-structured questionnaire was adopted Ethiopia Demographic and Health Survey [EDHS] 

2016 and other relevant works of literature was used for modification to fit the study context. 

The questionnaires that were prepared in English were translated into Amharic and then back to English 

to cheek the consistency. Three well-trained health professional [midwifery, nurse, and public health 

officer], data collectors were trained ahead of the actual data collection period for 1day.  

The training was focus on familiarizing interviewers with the questionnaire and allowing them to 

practice using it. This also included discussing different sections of the questionnaire, using question by 

question descriptions of the questionnaire. Data collectors were practice interviewing to identify any 

possible future problems and to take corrective actions. 
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At the time of data collection filled questionnaires were checked for completeness and consistency of 

information by the supervisor on a daily basis and typographic errors were manually edited. Any 

ambiguity and other problems of data collectors were addressed by communicating with the data 

collectors before the following week. 

4.13. Data processing and analysis 

The collected data were entered by using Epidata 3.1 software and was transferred to SPSS 21.0 

statistical software for analysis. Different frequency tables, graphs, and descriptive summaries were used 

to describe the study variables. Before running binary logistic regression Hosmer Lemeshow Goodness 

of fit test and VIF test used to see the presence of multicolinearity. Bivariate binary logistic regression 

was used to identify candidate variables for multivariable binary logistic regression analysis. Those 

variables with p-value less than  0.2 on bivariate analysis were included in the multivariable binary 

logistic regression model. Multivariable binary logistic analysis was used to control possible 

confounders and identify independent predictors of sub-optimal breast- feeding practice. P- Value less 

than  0.05 was used to decide the significance of the association. 

4.14. Ethical Consideration 

Before the data collection, an ethical clearance letter was obtained from the ethical review committee of 

DebreBerhan University.  The respondents were informed about the purpose of the study, and their oral 

Consent was obtained. The interview was conducted in the quiet area, enclosed where ever possible to 

protect the study participants' privacy. The respondents to respect the human right, voluntary participants 

to refuse or withdraw from participating in the interview was fully maintained and the information 

provided by each respondent was kept strictly confidential. Participants were get the advantage of breast-

feeding information and equally shared the benefits for all study participants  

and equally treated. There is no any risk during this interview of the questioners. 

4.15. Dissemination and Utilization of Results 

The findings of this study will be presented to DebreBerhan University; collage of health sciences, and 

department of public health, a copy of the study will be submitted to the postgraduate library. It will also 

be distributed to the Dessie town health department and to other organizations working on the related 

areas as needed.  

The findings will also be presented in different seminars, meetings and Workshops and finally, an effort 

also was made to publish in reputable peer-reviewed journal 
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5. RESULT 

5.1 Socio-demographic characteristics 

Six hundred thirty-four mothers were participated in the study with a response rate of 100%. More than 

half (388 or 61.2%) of the mothers were in the age group of 25-34. About 259 (40.9%) of the mothers 

had the educational status of the secondary level. Whereas 18 (2.8%) of the mothers were illiterate and 

124 (19.6%) were degree and above.  More than half 352 (55.5%) of the babies were male. From all the 

babies nearly one third 184 (29.0%) were in the age group 6-11 months. The mean age of the babies was 

10.38 months with a standard deviation of (±6.02) months. 

Table 3. Socio- demographic characteristics of respondents for children less than two years old in Dessie 

town, north east Ethiopia 2020.N=634 

Variable  Category Number(n=634) Percent 

Sex of the child Male 352 55.5 

 Female 282 44.5 

Age of child 0-5months 182 28.7 

 6-11months 184 29.0 

 12-17 months 161 25.4 

 18-23 months 107 16.9 

Age of mother 15-24 113 17.8 

 25-34 388 61.2 

 >=35 133 21.0 

Religion Muslim 326 51.4 

 Orthodox 280 44.2 

 Protestant 28 4.4 

Ethnicity Amhara 593 93.5 

 Tigre 25 3.9 

 Oromo 16 2.5 

Marital status Married 634 100 

Educational status Illiterate  18 2.8 

 Read & write 20 3.2 

 Primary 125 19.7 

 Secondary 259 40.9 

 Certificate/diploma 88 13.9 

 Degree and above 124 19.6 

Occupational status Government 

employee 

187 29.5 

 Merchant 117 18.5 

 Private employee 25 3.9 

 House wife 303 47.8 

 Daily labourer 2 0.3 

Husband 

employment 

Yes 632 99.7 
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 No 2 0.3 

Husband educational 

status 

Read & write 9 1.4 

 Primary 58 9.1 

 Secondary 158 24.9 

 Certificate/diploma 144 22.7 

 Degree and above 265 41.8 

Average monthly 

income 

2000-4000 216 34.1 

 4001-7000 243 38.3 

 7001-10000 175 27.6 

 

5.2 Obstetric factors /Maternity experience for the youngest child 

  In this study 402 (63.4%) of the mothers had 2-4 children in their house. and about 420 (66.2%) of 

them had a birth interval of less than 24 months. 

Regarding the ANC visit 615 (97.0%) of the mothers had at least one ANC visit. with 529 (83.4%) 

governmental health facility delivery and 98 (15.5%) private health facility delivery. 

Most of the mothers 527(83.1%) had a spontaneous vaginal delivery, and about 422 (66.6%) attended 

post-natal care after delivery. During their pregnancy or PNC visit 451(71.1%) of the mothers have been 

informed/advised about breast- feeding. 

Table 4: Obstetric factors/Maternity experience of mothers with children less than two years old in 

Dessie town, north east Ethiopia 2020, N=634 

Variable  Category Number(n=634) Percent 

Number of children 1 child 215 33.9 

 2-4 child 402 63.4 

 >=5 child 17 2.7 

Family size <5 553 87.2 

 >=5 81 12.8 

ANC visit Yes 615 97.0 

 No 19 3.0 

Place of delivery Own home 7 1.1 

 Governmental health 

facility 

529 83.4 

 Private health facility 98 15.5 

Mode of delivery SVD 527 83.1 

 C/S 107 16.9 

Attended PNC Yes 422 66.6 

 No 212 33.4 

Information/advice 

during 

pregnancy/after 

delivery 

Yes 451 71.1 

 No 183 28.9 
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5.3   Sub-optimal breast- feeding practice 

This study finding  the prevalence of sub-optimal breast-feeding was 36.3% [95% CI= (32.6-40.1) 

In this study, 559 (88.2%) of the mothers had ever breast-feed their youngest child. From these 94 

(14.8.0%) gave their child additional fluids other than breast milk just after birth. On the other hand, 

more than half 372 (58.7) of the mothers’ breast- feed their child when the child needs. About 206 

(32.5%; 95% CI (29.-36.4)) of the mothers had late initiation of breast- feeding. From a total of 75 

mothers who never breast-feed their child the most frequently reported reason was having no breast milk 

36 (48%). Whereas from a total of 66 mothers who ceased; breast- feeding after 6 months exactly half 

33(50%) of them mentioned their reason as not having breast milk. 

Table 5 : Breast- feeding practice of respondents for children less than two years old in Dessie town, 

north east Ethiopia 2020 (N=634) 

Variable  Category Number Percent 

Have You ever brest 

feed 

Yes 559 88.2 

No 75 11.8 

When do you 

usually breast feed 

When child needs 372 58.7 

When child cries 56 8.8 

Every 2 hours 103 16.2 

When breast 

engorged 

28 4.4 

Others 1 0.2 

Early initiation Yes 428 67.5 

 No 206 32.5 

How do you offer 

breast milk when 

child is sick  

less than usual 40 7.2 

Same as usual 166 29.7 

More than usual 143 25.6 

Others 210 37.6 

How do you offer 

breast milk if you 

are sick (N: 559) 

Stop breast feeding 4 0.7 

Continue breast 

feeding 

269 48.1 

Decrease breast 

feeding 

114 20.4 

Others 172 30.8 

Exclusive breast 

feeding(N: 182) 

Yes 129 70.9 

No 53 29.1 

Continuation of 

breast 

feeding(N:452) 

Yes 386 85.4 

No 66 14.6 

In your opinion how 

should a breast 

feeding mother feed 

As usual(5 feed/day) 121 19.1 

More than usual(>5 

feed/day) 

513 80.9 

Yes 124 19.6 
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Under 2 children has 

health problem in 

the last 2 weeks 

No 510 80.4 

   

 

5.4 Factors associated with Sub optimal breast-feeding 

The bivariate logistic regression pointed out attending ANC visits, place of delivery, mode of delivery, 

attending PNC, getting information/advises during pregnancy and in the period after delivery, maternal 

opinion on her feeding habit, having child health problem in the last two weeks and age of the child as 

significant predictors of Sub optimal breast-feeding. Variables like maternal education, husband 

education, age of the mother, family size, number of children and monthly income were also screened 

by bivariate logistic regression and together with variables that were significant we entered them to 

multivariate logistic regression model. 

Finally, the multivariate logistic regression model produced, mode of delivery, getting 

information/advice during pregnancy and in the period after delivery, husband education, maternal 

opinion on her feeding habit, having child health problem in the last two weeks, age of the child and as 

independent predictors of Sub-optimal breast-feeding. The Hosmmer Lemeshow test produced a p value 

of 0.846 and the negelkerke R2 which showed the variability in the dependent variable expressed by the 

independent variables was 0.399. Mothers who delivered by caesarean cession were nine times more 

likely to breast-feeding sub- optimally than mothers who delivered by spontaneous vaginal delivery 

[AOR: 8.81; 95%CI (4.92-15.77)]. 

Mothers who did not get advice during pregnancy and just after birth were three times more likely to be 

sub optimally breast-feed than mothers who get advice [AOR:3.22; 95%CI (1.93-5.36)]. Mothers whose 

opinion on maternal feeding is just five times per day/as usual/ were two times more likely to breast-

feeding their child sub optimally than mothers with maternal feeding opinion of more than five meals 

per day/more than usual/ [AOR:2.01; 95%CI (1.20-3.34)]. Children with health problem in the last two 

weeks were three times more likely to be sub- optimally breast-feed than children without health 

problem in the same period [AOR:3.57; 95%CI (2.17-5.85)]. Children less than six months of age were 

nearly two times more likely to be sub optimally breast-feed than children above the age of six months. 

[AOR: 1.92; 95%CI (1.24-2.97)]. 
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Table 2: Bivariate and Multivariable binory logistic regression of Sub-optimal breast-feeding among 

children less than two years old in Dessie town, 2020, n=634. 

 

 

 

Variables 

 

 

Category 

Sub-optimal 

breast-

feeding 

 

COR(95% CI) 

 

AOR(95% CI) 

 

P-value 

  Yes No    

 Illiterate 5 13 1 1  

Maternal education Read & write 7 13 1.4(.35-5.5) 0.88(.17-4.18) .887 

Primary 53 72 1.914(0.64- 

5.69) 

2.36(.59-9.39) .222 

Secondary 98 161 1.58(0.54-4.57) 2.81(.72-10.9) .134 

Certificate/diploma 31 57 1.4(0.46-4.33) 2.78(0.63-

12.19) 

.175 

Degree & above 36 88 1.06(0.53-3.20) 3.51(0.80-

15.40) 

.095 

Paternal education Primary & below 30 37 1.68(0.97-2.91) 1.85(0.87-3.91) .107 

Secondary 56 102 1.14(0.75-1.73) .0.89(0.50-

1.59) 

.716 

   

Certificate/diploma 

58 86 1.40(0.92-2.13) 1.28(0.74-2.21) .362 

Degree & above 86 179 1 1  

Advice on breast 

feeding 

Yes 112 339    1 1  

No 118 65 5.49(-3.79-795) 3.22(1.93-5.36) .000 

Maternal opinion 

on her feeding habit 

<5 as usual/day 64 57 2.34(1.57-3.50) 2.01(1.20-3.34) 0.007 

>=5 usual/day 166 347 1 1  

Healthproblem of 

child 

Yes 77 47 3.82(2.53-5.75) 3.57(2.17-5.85) 0.000 

No 153 357 1 1  

Age of the mother 15-24 51 62 1 1  

25-34 135 253 0.64(0.42-0.99) .77(.45-1.30) .339 

>=35 44 89 0.60(0.35-1.00) .78(.36-1.66) .525 

Mode of delivery SVD 146 381 1 1  

C/S 84 23 9.53(5.78-15.70) 8.81(4.92-

15.77) 

0.000 

Attending PNC Yes 107 315 1 1  

No 123 89 4.06(2.86-5.77) 1.57(.96-2.58) 0.070 

Family size <5  208 345 1 1  

>=5 22 59 0.61(0.36-1.03) .64(.30-1.38) 0.262 

Age of the child <6 month 82 100 1.68(1.18-2.39) 1.92(1.24-2.97) 0.003 

>=6 month 148 304 1 1  
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6. DISCUSSION  

Findings of the present study showed that, nearly one third (36.3% [95% CI= (32.6-40.1)] of them were 

on Sub-optimal breast-feeding. This finding is consistent with study conducted at Misha district southern 

Ethiopia 37.3% and Jimma south west Ethiopia 34% were sub optimally breast-feeding. [13, 33 ]. 

Meanwhile the finding is lower than the study the conducted in  Hula district southern Ethiopia 56.9% 

and Misha District, Hadiya Zone 65.6% were sub-optimally breast-feeding [15, 43]. The difference it 

could be due to the socio- demographic and cultural differences in the current and previous study.  

Mothers who do not get information/advice during their pregnancy or after birth were three times more 

likely to be sub-optimal breast-feeders than those who get information [AOR: 3.22; (1.93-5.36)]. This 

finding is in line with the study from DebreBerhan town which depicted mothers with no advice about 

breast- feeding were 2.4 times more likely to be late initiators. In contrast a study from Uganda showed 

no significance was observed between having advice on breast- feeding and early initiation of breast- 

feeding this may be due to a high rate of illiteracy among participants in the Ugandan study [44]. 

It showes the low implemantation of the intervention program. 

Mothers who opinion on maternal feeding habit of just five meals per day/as usual/ were two times more 

likely to be sub-optimal breast-feeders than mothers whose opinion on maternal feeding habit was more 

than five meals per day/recommended/ [AOR: 2.01 (1.20-3.34)]. This was not supported by individual 

studies. But the reason for the observed association could be due to poor maternal nutrition during 

lactation that lead to sub optimal breast-feeding. 

Another association was observed in children with health problems that posed three folds of risk to be 

late initiated for breast- feeding than those with no health problem [AOR:3.57; (2.17-5.85)]. This finding 

was supported by a study from Taiwan saying a child with child centered factors/medical condition were 

2.2 times more likely to be non- exclusively breast-feed [45].The observed association can be due to 

child sickness affecting the child’s feeding habit and appetite that could lead to sub-optimal breast-

feeding. 

Concerning the mode of delivery those who delivered by caesarean cession were nine times more likely 

to be sub optimal breast-feeding than mothers who deliver by SVD [AOR: 8.81; (4.92-15.77)]. Similarly 

a study from Gurage zone mentioned mothers who delivered by caesarean cession were 2.5 times more 

at risk of being late initiators[40] . And a study from Uganda  mentioned that mothers who deliver by 

caesarean cession are 11 times at a higher chance of being late initiators [44]. Against this the study 

from DebreBerhan has reported no significant association between mode of delivery and late initiation 

of breast- feeding this can be due to other institutional factors that were not addressed [26]. 
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children with age of less than six months were almost two times more likely to be sub-optimally breast-

feed than children greater than six months of age [AOR: 1.92; (1.24-2.97)]. This finding was supported 

by a study from Enderta woreda Tigray which showed a 48% less risk of children aged from 7-12 months 

than children aged <=6 months [46] .This association may be due to higher rate of non- exclusive breast-

feeding in the age below six months  than the rate of early cessation of breast-feeding in the period 

greater than six months [23] 

In this study, paternal education of the child did not show significant association with sub-optimal 

breast-feeding [AOR: 1.85; (0.87-3.91)]. This finding was in contrast with  a study from Misha district 

Hadiya zone that showed significant association between paternal education and sub-optimal breast-

feeding [13]. This might be due to the difference in the study participants and the study setting. [47] 

7. STRENGTH AND LIMITATION 

7.1 Strength of the study 

-Since it was a community- based study, the findings can be more representative. 

- The study examined the current individual status of breast-feeding according to the phase in which the 

child is located by using the Childs age to categorize in one of the three phases. This helped to reduce 

recall bias, especially for non-exclusive breast-feeding and early cessation of breast-feeding. 

7.2 Limitation of the study 

-Recall bias may affect the findings since the case ascertainment highly relied on maternal response 

especially in early initiation of breast- feeding. 

-we cannot conclude a single individual status for all the three phases of sub-optimal breast-feeding 

rather we only can conclude sub-optimal breast-feeding status in the phase they are in. 
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8. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 

8.1 conclusion 

In this study we found out sub-optimal breast-feeding is a major problem in children under two years of 

age. From socio-demographic factors age of the child was significant predictor of sub-optimal breast-

feeding. Mode of delivery and getting information/advice during pregnancy & in the period after 

delivery were significant health service related predictors of sub-optimal breast-feeding. Whereas 

maternal opinion on her feeding habit and having child health problem in the last two weeks were also 

associated factors of sub-optimal breast-feeding. 

8.2 Recommendations 

Community health workers’/health professionals 

-Should give primary emphasis for minimizing late initiation of breast- feeding as it is the leading 

contributor for sub-optimal breast- feeding. 

-Should also focus on reducing the magnitude of non-exclusive breast- feeding as it has the second 

highest magnitude followed by early cessation of breast- feeding accordingly.    

-Should further try to minimize the effects of identified factors such as advice/information on breast- 

feeding during pregnancy or immediately after birth. 

-Should also notice the effect of children health problem less than 23 months on sub-optimal breast- 

feeding so as they can come up with their own solution. 

Dessie Town health office 

-Should focus on designing strategies to guide maternal opinion during her breast- feeding. 

-Should focus their plans to optimize the health status of children less than 23 months. 

Researchers/scholars 

-Should conduct further investigations to find out other factors that could be identified using qualitative 

methods. 
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10. ANNEX 

Annex 1. Consent form 

DebreBerhan University 

College of Medicine and Health Sciences 

Department of Public Health 

Title; Prevalence and its associated factors of sub optimal child breast-feeding practices among children 

age less than two years old age in Dessie town 

Read for the study participants and they were put their agreement 

Introduction and Purpose of the study 

Consent Form 

Dear Mother: 

My name is __________________________________I am interviewing mothers who have 0-2 years 

of child to assess the practice of optimal breast-feeding and its prevalence. The objective of this study 

to assess prevalence and its associated factors of sub optimal breast-feeding practices among children 

age less than two years old in Dessie town, Amhara Region, from January 1-30/2020.I am going to ask 

you some questions that are very important for me to assess about child breast- feeding practices. Your 

name was not written in this form and the information you give is kept confidential. If you do not want 

to answer, all or some of the questions you do have the right to do so. However, your willingness and 

support to answer all of the questions would be appreciated and thank you on the behalf of Dessie town 

mothers. If you are volunteer, please put your sign. [I am volunteer to give information on what I have 

been informed. Name ____________________   Signature --------------------------- 

signature of interviewer who sought consent____________________________ 

Annex 2. Questionnaires 

General Instructions [asking questions and recording answers] 

All questions in this paper are based upon maternal recall. It is very important that you ask each question 

exactly as it is written on the questionnaires.  

Most questions have pre-coded responses. It is important that you do not read these alternatives/choices 

aloud to the mother. When you ask a question, you should listen to the mother’s response/answer, and 

then circle the code next to the category that best matches her answer/response and write if there is 

different from what is pre coded so other category may be created after the end of data collection if 

necessary.  
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ANNEX II 

Questionnaires on prevalence and its associated factors of sub optimal breast-feeding practices 

among children age less than two years old in Dessie town 

Record number. _____________ House number____________ 

PART ONE:   SOCIO-DEMOGRAPHIC & ECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS 

S. no Question Response Skip 

101 What is the sex of your infant? 1. Male2. Female  

102 How old is your infant? ------------------------month   

103 How old are you? -------------------------year  

104 What is your Religion 1. Muslim   2.  Orthodox [Christian] 3. Protestant  

4.Others_______ 

 

105 What is yourEthnicity 1.  Amhara  2. Tigre   3. Oromo   

4. Others: _________ 

 

106   Marital status 1. Single 2. Married  3. Divorced   

4. Widowed  

 

107  

Educational status 

1.   Illiterate   2. Read and write 3.  Primary level 

[1-8 grade] 

4. Secondary level [9-12 grade 

5.College and above    

 

108 occupational status 1.  Government employee  

2. Merchant 3. Private sector 4. House wife    

5.daily laborer 6  Others [Specify]______ 

 

109 Is your husband employed 1. Yes 2. No  

110 What is your husband’s 

educational status 

1.Illiterate2.Read and write       3. Primary level 

[1-8 grade] 

3. Secondary level [9-12 grade]  

4.College and above   

 

111 What is the  Average monthly 

income of the house hold 

------------------------  
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Part II: Questions on maternity experience of the youngest child 

201 How many family do you have in home ------------  

202 How many children do you have now   

203 If more than one, what was birth interval b/n last 

child in less than two years 

---------------  

204 Have you attended Antenatal clinic in any health 

facility while you were pregnant with the last 

child? 

1. Yes         2. No. 

 

 

205 If the answer of Q-204 is yes, how many times 

[visits] have you attended the Antenatal clinic in 

that specific health facility? 

-------------------  

206 Where do you deliver your last child 1. Own home  

2. Government health facility 

3. Private Health Facility  

4.Other[Specify] 

____________ 

 

207 What was the mode of delivery? 1. Vaginal delivery  

2. Caesarean section 

 

 

208 Following your last delivery, have you attend 

postnatal clinic in any health facility? 

1. Yes          2. No  

209 Have you ever been informed/advised about 

breast-feeding while you were pregnant? 

Or in the period after delivery of the last child? 

1. Yes 2. No 
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Part III: Basic information about optimal breast- feeding practice 

301 Did you breast-feed your infant? 1. Yes                              2. No  

302 If yes, are you currently breast-feeding your 

infant? 

1. Yes                               2. No  

303 If no why? 1. Going back to work  

2. I had illness  

3. Decreased breast milk 

secretions  

4. I have no time  

5. Other [specify ] ----------- 

 

304 Have you ever breast-fed the youngest child? 1. Yes                            2. No  

305 How long after birth did you initiate breast- 

feeding  

[If less than 24 hours, record hours, Otherwise, 

record days] 

1. Immediately       2. Hours  

3. Days          4.  Don’t know        

 

306 Within the first three days after delivery, before 

your milk began flowing regularly, did you feed 

the child the fluid [colostrum’s] that came from 

your breasts? 

1. Yes           2.No  

307 Is the child given other fluids immediately after 

birth? 

1. Yes             2.No  

308 If yes to Q-307, what fluids given 1. Water   2. Cow’s milk   3. 

Butter    

5. None 4. Other[Specify] 

______ 

 

309 Are you still breast-feeding the child? 1. Yes            2. No  

310 When did you usually breast-feed the youngest 

child? 

1. When the child likes to have 2. 

When the child cries  

3. On schedule  

4. When breast engorged  

5. Other [Specify]---- 
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311 Starting from the date of birth up to now, what do 

you feed your child? 

[This question belongs only to a child less than 6 

months of age who is on breast-feeding.] 

1. Nothing is fed? 2, Water/tea 3.  

Cow’s milk? 4.  Adult food 5.  

Others[Specify] 

 

 

312 If the child hasn’t fed anything except breast milk 

since now, when do you plan to   

Start additional diet? [This question belongs only 

to a child who is on breast- feeding 

1. __________time    

2. Don’t know  

 

 

 

313 For how many months did you feed your last child 

with breast milk only? 

----------------------  

314 Totally for how many months did you feed your 

last child with breast milk 

[If less than one month, record in days] 

 

 

 

315 When did you offer the child with additional diet 

besides your breast milk? 

[This question belongs to a child older than 6 

months] 

 

 

 

316 What is your reason for never breast-feed if? 1. No breast milk     2. Mother 

sick  

3. Child Sick          4. Breast 

disease  

5.  Other [Specify] ________ 

 

317 Why did you stop breast-feeding for the youngest 

child? 

[This question belongs only to a child who is not 

on breast- feeding [stopped breast- feeding] 

 

1.  No breast milk     2. Mother 

sick  

3. Child sick        4.  Breast 

disease  

5. Mother return to work    

6. Other[Specify]_________ 
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318 What was your last child’s age when you stop 

breast-feeding [in months]? 

---------------------------------------  

319 How do you offered breast-milk during the Child 

sickness? 

1. Less than the usual 2. About 

the same 3. More than the usual 

4.Other [Specify]_________ 

 

320 How do you offered breast-milk if you are sick? 1. Stop breast-feeding  

2. Continue breast-feeding  

3. Decrease breast-feeding  

4. Other[Specify]_______ 

 

321 In your opinion, how should breast-feeding 

mother eat food? 

1.  Less than the usual 2. About 

the same 3. More than the usual 

4. Other [Specify]_________ 

 

322 Did any of under two children has health problem 

during the last two weeks 

1, yes             2. No 

 

 

 

323 If yes to question 320, what are sex, age and type 

of ailment of the child? 

1. Fever 2. Diarrhea 3. URTIs  

4.Other [Specify]_________ 
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ANNEX III 

የተሳታፊዎች መረጃመስጫ ቅጽ- በአማርኛ 

እንደምን አደሩ/ዋሉ?  

ክብረት አምሃ እባላለሁ፡፡የደብረ ብርሃን ዩኒቨርሲቲ፣ጤና ሳይንስ ኮሌጅ፣ የ2ኛ ዓመት የማስትሬት  

ድግሪ ተመራቂ ተማሪ ነኝ፡፡በአሁኑ ሰዓት በደሴ ከተማ ከተወለዱበት ስአት እስከ ሁለት አምት ልጅ 

ባላቸው እናቶች ላይ የጡት ብቻ ማጥባት ትግበራና ተዛማጅ ችግሮችን በማጥናት ላይ ነኝ፡፡ 

የጥናቱ ርዕስ፡- የጡት ብቻ የማጥባት  ትግበራና ተዛማጅ ችግሮች፣በደሴ ከተማ፣አማራ ብሔራዊ 

ክልላዊ መንግስት፣ኢትዮጵያ፣2012 ዓ.ም፡፡ 

የጥናቱ ዓላማ፡-የጡት ብቻ የማጥባት ትግበራና እናቶች ጡት ብቻ እንዳያጠቡ የሚያደርገቸውን 

ችግሮች ማወቅ 

ተሳታፊዎች፡- ከተወለዱበት ስአት እስከ ሁለት አምት ልጆች ያሏቸውና በቋሚነት የሚኖሩ 

እማወራዎች 

የጎንዮ ሽጉዳት፡-በዚህ ጥናት መሳተፍ ምንም አይነት ጉዳት የለውም፡፡ 

ጥቅማጥቅም፡ በዚህ   ጥናት  መሳተፍ ምንም አይነት ገንዘብ አያስገኝም፡፡ነገር ግን በዚህ ጥናት 

መሳተፍ ስለጡት ብቻ ማጥባት እውቀት ያገኛሉ ወይም ያለዎትን እውቀት ያዳብራሉ፡፡ ስለዚህ 

የተወሰኑ ጥያቄዎችን ልጠይቅዎት እወዳለሁ፡፡

የእርስዎበእውነትላይየተመሰረተመልስለዚህጥናትመሳካትአስተዋፅኦያደርጋል፡፡እርስዎ የሚሰጡት 

መረጃ ከአጥኚውና ቃለመጠይቅ አድራጊው በስተቀር በማንኛውም መልኩ ለሌላ 3ኛ ወገን ተላልፎ 

አይሰጥም፡፡በሙሉ ፈቃደኝነት እንዲሳተፉ እየጠየቅሁ ያለመሳተፍ ወይም በማንኛውም ጊዜ ራስዎን 

ከጥናቱ የማግለል ሙሉ መብት አለዎት፡፡ማንኛውም ጥያቄ ካለዎት በሚከተለው አድራሻዬ ማግኘት 

ይችላሉ፡፡ 

ክብረት አምሀ 

ስ.ቁ.0921766968  

ኢ. ሜይል፡ kibertameha@gmail.com 

የስምምነት መግለጫ ፎርም- በአማርኛ 

ደብረብርሃን ዩኒቨርሲቲ 
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ጤና ሳይንስ ኮሌጅ 

ድህረ ምረቃ ፕሮግራም 

እኔ ስሜ ከዚህ በታች የተገለፀው፤የዚህ ጥናት ዓላማ በደንብ የተብራራልኝ ሲሆን የጥናቱንም ዓላማ 

ተረድቻለሁ፡፡በዚሁ ጥናት ላይ መሳተፍ በሙሉ ፈቃደኝነት ላይ የተመሰረተ መሆኑን በሚገባ  

የተረዳሁ ሲሆን በማንኛውም ጊዜ ከጥናቱ ራሴን የማግለል መብት እንዳለኝ አውቄአለሁ፡፡ስለሆነም 

የምሰጠው መረጃ እስከ ተጠበቀ ድረስ በዚህ ጥናት ለመሳተፍ ተስማምቻለሁ፡፡በዚህ ጥናት ለመሳተፍ 

ስምምነቴን ስገልፅ ለምጠየቀው ጥያቄ በእውነት ላይ የተመሰረተ መልስ ለመስጠት የተስማማሁ 

መሆኔን አረጋግጣለሁ፡፡ 

የመረጃ ሰጪው ፊርማ ___________________         ቀን______________________ 

የአጥኚው ፊርማ     ____________________         ቀን_______________________ 

S. no Question Response Ski

p 

101 የህፃንፆታ 1. ወንድ2. ሴት  

102 የህፃኑ/ኗዕድሜ[በወር] ------------በወር  

103 የእርስዎዕድሜስንትነዉ? ------------ዓመት  

104 ሃይማኖት 1.ሙስሊም 2. ኦርቶዶክስክርስትና 

 3. ፕሮቴስታንትክርስትና4.ሌላ（ይገለጽ）_______ 

 

105 ብሄር 1.  አማራ 2. ትግሬ   3. ኦሮሞ 

4. ሌላ: _________ 

 

106 የትዳርሁኔታ 1. ያላገባ/ች 2. ያገባ/ች 3. የፈታ/ች  

4. እመበለት（ባሏየሞተባት） 

 

107 የትምህርትደረጃ 1.  ያልተማረች  2. ማንበብ እና መጻፍ የምትችል  

3. የመጀመሪያ ደረጃ   4. ሁለተኛደረጃ 

5. ሰርተፍኬት/ዲፕሎማ   6. ዲግሪናእና ከዚያ በላይ 

 

108 የስራ ሁኔታ 1. የመንግስት ሰራተኛ 2. ነጋዴ 3. የግል  ተቀጣሪ 

 4. የቤት እመቤት 5. ሌላ [ይጠቀስ]______ 
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109 ባለቤትሽ የራሱ የሆነ ስራ 

አለው？ 

1. 1. አዎ                   2.      የለውም  

110 የባለቤትሽ የትምህር ትደረጃ 

ምንድን ነው？ 

1. ያልተማረ            2.  

ማንበብእናመጻፍየምችል 

3. የመጀመሪያደረጃ        4. ሁለተኛደረ 

5. ሰርተፍኬት/ዲፕሎማ        6. ዲግሪናእናከዚያበላይ 

 

111 የቤተሰብ አማካኝ የወር ገቢ 

ስንት ነው？ 

------------------------  

 

ክፍልሁለት  

እናትነትንእናየእናትነትንተሞክሮበተመለከተመጠይቆች 

201 ስንት የቤተሰብ ብዛት አሉሽ？ ------------  

202 ስንት ልጆች አሉሽ？ --------------  

203 ከአንድ በላይ ልጆች ካለዎት ,በመጨረሻዎቹ ሁለት ልጆች መካከል 

ያለው የእድሜ ልዩነት ስንት ነው？ 

---------------  

204 የመጨረሻ ልጆት እድሜ ስንት ነው？（በወር） -----------  

205 የመጨረሻ ልጆት ጾታ ምንድን ነው？ 1.ወንድ                

2, ሴት 

 

206 በእርግዝናሽ ወራት የእርግዝና ክትትል በጤና ተቋማት 

ተከታትለው ነበር？ 

1. አዎ 

2. አልተከታተልኩም. 

 

207 ለጥያቄ ቁጥር 206 መልስዎ “አዎ” ከሆነ፣  በተጠቀሰው ጤና 

ተቋም ለስንት ጊዜ ያክል ተከታትለው ነበር 

-------------------  

208 የመጨረሻ ልጆትን የወለዱት የት ነበር？ 1. ቤት 2. የህዝብ 

ጤና ጥበቃ ተቋም 3. 

የግል ጤና ጥበቃ 

ተቋም 

4. 

ሌላይጠቀስ]______ 

 

209 ልጆትን ሲወልዱ አወላለዶት በምን መንገድ ነበር？ 1. በማህጸንበር  
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2. በሆድቀዶጥገና 

210 ከወለዱ በኋላ የድህረ ወሊድ ክትትል አድርገው ነበር？ 1. አዎ 

2. አልተከታተልኩም 

 

211 በእርግዝና ክትትል ወቅት ወይም ከወሊድ በኋላ ስለጡት ማጥባት 

ትምህርት አግኝተው ነበር？ 

1.አዎ   2.አላገኘሁም 

 

 

 

ክፍል III ጡትማጥባትንበተመለከተመጠይቅ 

301 ልጅዎንጡት አጥብተዉ ያዉቃሉ? 1.   አዎ 

2.   አጥብቼ አላዉቅም 

 

302 መልስዎ አዎ ከሆነ እስከ አሁንድ ረ ስ እያጠቡ 

ነዉ? 

1.   አዎ 

2.   የለም፣አላጠባም 

 

303 የለም ካልሽ,  ምክንያቱ ይገለፅ 1. ስራ ስለምሄድ 

2. ስለሚያመኝ 

3. የጡትወተቴ በቂ ስላልሆነ 

4. ሌላ ካለ ይገለፅ 

 

304 የመጨረሻውን ልጆትን ጡት አጥብተዋል？ 1. አዎ   

2. አላጠባሁም 

 

305 ለጥያቄ ቁጥር 304 መልስዎ “አዎ” ከሆነ በወለድሽ በስንት 

ሰአት ውስጥ አጠባሽ 

1. 1. ወዲያውኑ እንደተወለደ 

2. 2. በሰአታት ልዩነት 

3. 3. በ 24 ሰአትውስጥ 

4. 4. አላውቅም 

 

306 በወለዱ በመጀመሪያወቹ ሶስት ቀናት ውስጥ ጡትዎ 

በትክክል መፍሰስ እስኪጀምር ልጆትን እንገር አጥብተውት 

ነበር？ 

1.አዎ                     2. 

አላጠባሁትም 

 

307 ልጆት እንደተወለደ ከጡት ሌላ ፈሳሽ ወስዶ ነበር？ 1. አዎ  2. አልዎሰደም  

308 ለጥያ ቄቁጥር 307 መልስዎ “አዎ” ከሆነ፣የወሰደው ፈሳሽ 

ምንድን ነበር? 

1. ውሃ 

2. የላም ወተት 

3. ቂቤ 
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4.ሌላ [ይጠቀስ] 

___________ 

309 እስካሁን ልጆትን ጡት እያጠቡት ነው? 1. አዎ             

2. አይጠባም 

 

310 ልጆትን ጡት የሚያጠቡት መቸ መቸ ነው？ 1. ልጁ በፈለገ ጊዜ 

2. ልጁ በሚያለቅስበት ጊዜ 

3. በፕሮግራም 

4. ጡተወ በወተት 

በሚወጠርበት  ጊዜ 

5. ሌላ [ይጠቀስ]---- 

 

311 ከወለድሽ ጀምሮ እስካሁን ከጡት ሌላ ለህጻኑ ምን 

ይመግቡታል？ 

ይህ መጤይቅ የሚመለከታቸዉ ከ6ወር በታች ሁነው 

ጡት ለሚያጠቡ ብቻ 

 

1. 1. ምንምአልመገብኩትም 

2. 2. ውሃ/ሻሂ 

3. 3. የላም ወተት 

4. 4. የአዋቂዎች ምግብ 

5. 5. ሌላ[ይጠቀስ 

 

312 ለጥያ ቄቁጥር 311 መልስዎ “ምንም አልመግበውም” 

ከሆነ ተጨማሪ ምግብ ለማስጀመር መቸ አቅደዋል？ 

ይህ መጤይቅ የሚመለከታቸዉ ጡት ለሚያጠቡ ብቻ 

 

1. __________ጊዜ 

2.   አላውቅም 

 

 

 

313 የመጨረሻዎንልጅያለተጨማሪምግብለስንትወርያክልየጡት

ወተትመግበውታል？ 

----------------------  

314 በአጠቃላይ ልጆትን ለስንት ወር ያክል የጡት ወተት 

መግበውታል？ይህ መጤይቅ የሚመለከታቸዉ ከ1 ወር 

ካነሰ ቀኑን መመዝገብ 

 

 

 

315 ልጆትን ከጡት በተጨማሪ ምግብ ያስጀመሩት መቸ ነው

？ይህ መጤይቅ የሚመለከታቸዉ ከ6ወር በላይ ሁነው 

ጡት ለሚያጠቡ ብቻ 

 

 

 

316 ልጆትን ጡት ያላጠቡበት ምክንያት ምንድን ነበር？ 1. የጡት ወተት ስለሌለ  
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2. በእናት ህመም ምክንያት 

3. በህጻኑ መታመም 

ምክንያት 

4. ጡቴንስ ላመመኝ 

5. ሌላ [ይጠቀስ]_________ 

317 የጡት ማጥባትሽን ያቋረጥሽበት ምክንያት ምንድን ነበር

？ይህ መጤይቅ የሚመለከታቸዉ ጡት ለማያጠቡ ወይም 

ላቆሙ ነዉ 

 

1.  የጡት ወተት ስለሌለ 

2. በእናትህመምምክንያት 

3. በህጻኑመታመምምክንያት 

4. ጡቴንስላመመኝ 

5. የእናትወደስራቦታመመለስ 

6. ሌላ [ይጠቀስ]_________ 

 

318 የመጨረሻው ልጆት ጡት መጥባት ሲያቆም እድሜው 

ስንት ነበር？（በወራትይገለጽ） 

-----------------------------------

---- 

 

319 ልጆት በሚታመምበት ጊዜ ጡት እንዴት ነበር 

የሚያጠቡት? 

1. ከተለመደው ባነሰ መጠን 

2. ልክ እንደማንኛውም ጊዜ 

3. ከተለመደው በበለጠ መጠን 

4. ሌላ [ይጠቀስ]_________ 

 

320 እርሶን በሚያምወት ጊዜ ልጆትን ጡት እንደት ያጠቡታል

？ 

1. የጡትማጥባቱን ማቋረጥ 

2. የጡት 

ማጥባቱንአስቀጥላለሁ 

3. የጡትማጥባቱንእቀንሳለሁ 

4. ሌላ [ይጠቀስ]_________ 

 

321 በርስዎ አመለካከት ፣ የምታጠባ እናት መመገብ ያለባት 

እንደት ነው？ 

1. ከተለመደው አመጋገብ 

ባነሰ 

2. እንደማንኛውም ሰው እና 

እንደተለመደው 

3. ከተለመደው በበለጠ 

መመገብ አለባት 

4. ሌላ [ይጠቀስ]_________ 
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322 በርስዎ አመለካከት፣ከሁላት አመት በታች ያሉ ህጻናት 

በመጃመሪያወቹ ሁለት ሳምንታት የጠና ችግር 

አጋጥሟቸዉ ነበር ወይ 

 

1. አዎ 

2. የለም 

 

 

 

323 በዚህ መጤይቅ ቁጥር 322 መልሰዎ አወ ከሆነ ምን 

አይነት ችግር ነበር 

 

1. ትኩሳት  2. ተቅማጥ 

3. የሽንት ቱቦና የኩላሊት 

ችግር 

4.ሌላ ችግር ካለ [ይጠቀስ] 

____ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


